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Specifications

BRAND: SOAR
EAR PLACEMENT: In Ear
COLOR: Team Color
CONNECTIVITY TECHNOLOGY: Bluetooth
MODEL NAME: True Wireless Earbuds V.2
BLUETOOTH: 5.0
TOTAL PLAYTIME: Over 10 Hours
ITEM PACKAGE DIMENSIONS L X W X H     :  8.27 x 6.46 x 2.01 inches
PACKAGE WEIGHT: 0.09 Kilograms
STYLE: True Wireless Earbuds
SIZE: One Size

Introduction

For the sports enthusiast in your life, the SOAR True Wireless Earbuds are ideal. Support your team with premium
stereo sound without compromising on quality. Taking calls while on the go is a snap thanks to the built-in
microphone. These headphones instantly pair with any Bluetooth-enabled device and maintain a connection for 30
feet. Since the portable charging case supports two full charges, you won’t have to worry about your headphones
running out of juice while you’re out and about. official NHL product license.

HOW TO PROGRAM

Pick up the two headsets from the charging base, turn them on, and within 10 seconds they will automatically go into
pairing mode. After a short period of time, two headsets were connected. The headset (R) began to flash alternately
red and blue before the phone’s Bluetooth device was opened to conduct a search.

HOW TO USE

Go to your phone’s Bluetooth settings and choose Leaf Buds from the list of compatible Bluetooth devices. You will
hear the prompt tone “Leaf Connected” upon a successful connection. Play any song from your phone right now to
hear it in both ears.



HOW TO TURN ON

Remove the earphones from the case, then hold the Multifunction Button down on both of them for three seconds.
Turning OFF: To turn OFF the earbuds, press and hold the Multifunction Button for roughly 5 to 6 seconds. Remove
both earbuds from the charging case, then turn them both on at the same time.

HOW TO CONNECT TO BLUETOOTH

Connect the Leaf. Connect the Leaf to the device from which you want to stream audio to turn it on.
Activate pairing mode on the Leaf.
Your Bluetooth device should be in pairing mode.
Connect the Leaf to your Bluetooth device.

HOW TO PAIR

For around 2 seconds, hold down the power button while waiting for the blue LED to start flashing quickly. Scan or
look for Bluetooth devices in your mobile device’s Bluetooth settings. Choose “Leaf Bass 2” from the list of available
devices.

HOW TO RESET

Double Once more pressing the button on the R side earphones will join the two earbuds together and cause the
Blue LED on the R side earbud to blink only. After the reset, retry pairing Leaf Dots using the Bluetooth settings on
your phone.

Frequently Asked Questions

Why does one of my really wireless earphones only function?

Depending on the audio settings on your headset, it might only play in one ear. So, make sure the mono option is off
in your audio properties by checking your audio properties. Make sure the voice levels on both earbuds are balanced
as well.

Why do my wireless earphones only function on one side?

Your wireless earphones might only work on one side since the initial setup of the earbuds may not have gone
smoothly. Other causes include a glitch (which necessitates a manual reset), the necessity to Bluetooth reconnect to
your other device, and genuine hardware damage.

My wireless earphones won’t connect; why?

If the battery in your headphones is low, they might not be able to pair. Additionally, I’ve discovered that certain
Bluetooth headphones stay on when in the case, which causes them to deplete to zero percent more quickly than
you would expect. Even if they claim to have some battery left, try plugging them in and giving them a thorough
charge before pairing.

How can I tell when my earbuds have finished charging?

When you take out or put the earphones inside the case, or when the case is charging, the case LED shows the
battery level. When charging, the LED flashes green; when fully charged, it turns solid green.

How can I turn my earbuds’ volume up?

Go to settings on your Android device and choose the sound option. The different sound settings will be visible. To
change the media setting, click on it and make the necessary adjustments. You can do this while listening to music
because it will direct you to the right settings.

Do leaf earphones work well?

The general sound quality is good (Not Great). After many hours of use, the product’s design damages the ears.



While allowing for 4–4:30 hours of nonstop music, the battery lasts. This earphone’s design does not fit snugly, so if
the outside noise is loud enough, it can be heard.

How are the Leaf Rush earphones recharged?

Incorporate the Type-C cable into Leaf Rush’s Type-C port. 2. It will finish charging in around 30 minutes.

Does Leaf bass work well for gaming?

Connection strength is good up to 8 to 10 metres, and it includes a 3.5 mm aux cable so you can use it while gaming
without any sound lag. The microphone is of excellent quality and is useful for both calling and gaming.

Do wireless earbuds allow for volume adjustment?

While typical wireless earbuds with an audio cord connecting two earpieces include integrated volume controls, true
wireless earbuds have touch-sensitive or conventional buttons on their housings.

Why is the volume on my earbuds so low?

You may adjust the volume on your Android device by pressing the “volume up” and “volume down” buttons until it is
loud enough for you to comfortably hear. Go to Settings > Sound & vibration if it doesn’t work or if you want to access
your settings and change other audio settings.
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